
Highly-Capable 
Security 
Professionals 
Partner with 
Humanitarian Aid 
Organization 
to Help Safeguard 
Refugees Around 
the World

Studebaker Defense Group, which 
maintains a global presence in 
the military, intelligence and law 
enforcement communities, has 
partnered with 501(c)3 non-profit The 
Order of St. George to drive support for 
humanitarian aid and refugee support 
efforts worldwide. 

The Order of St. George’s charter 
guides the organization to promote 
the timeless traditions of chivalry by 
compassion and supporting works of 
charity, with a special focus on both 
military veterans and humanitarian aid 
to refugee communities. 



Together, Studebaker Defense Group and The Order of St. George have been able 
to safeguard and responsibly evacuate at-risk populations across the globe. Our 
current efforts are focused on supporting civilians trying to flee the War in Ukraine. 

We do not claim to rescue people because we believe that even in a war zone, 
people deserve to maintain their autonomy and make their own decisions. Rather, 
we arm people with the information and the options they need to navigate their 
own path, to include:

 ▶ Real-time and accurate information about conditions on the ground 
  to help guide a person’s decision on whether to stay or go;  

 ▶ Routes for safe passage for those able to self-evacuate;  

 ▶ Staffed evacuation teams for individuals needing special assistance  
  to reach safe havens; and 

 ▶ Ongoing humanitarian support once refugees arrive to a  
  new host nation.

The Ukrainian Refugee Crisis



We believe in the moral and responsible evacuation of those seeking our 
assistance: we will not deliver someone from immediate danger only to drop 
them off elsewhere without the proper care and support to be successful in 
reestablishing their livelihoods. For this reason, among many others, we are always 
willing to meet with donors who understand how interconnected we all are in 
today’s world, and how now more than ever, we must all look out for each other. 

In the case of Ukraine in particular, President Zelensky is bravely leading the 
defense of not only Ukraine, but of our shared democratic ideals. With your 
support, we can levy further resources to evacuate and shelter more innocent 
elderly, women and children, allowing the men of fighting age and ability to focus 
on the battle before them. 

We Care



The military offensive in Ukraine has displaced hundreds of thousands of people 
within the country. In the first week, more than a million refugees from Ukraine 
crossed borders into neighboring countries

 ▶ 1,735,068 refugees had left the country, of which over one million  
  moved to Poland, from Feb. 24 to March 6, 2022 (source: UNHCR) 

 ▶ The United Nations issued an appeal for $1.7 billion to help with aid  
  efforts, estimating that 12 million people in Ukraine and 4 million  
  refugees could be in need of relief and protection in the coming  
  months

Humanitarian Aid and Refugee Evacuation



 ▶ There are over 2.7 million people with disabilities in 
 Ukraine (source: European Disability Forum). 
 The situation for persons with special needs is appalling  
 - shelters are becoming inaccessible, the people  
 managing the institutions have fled leaving people  
 without care, and there is a shortage of medicines 

 ▶ UNICEF estimates at least 82,000 children are  
 segregated from society, living in institutions, in Ukraine. 
 

 ▶ The war would leave many more children abandoned  
 and at risk for sex and labor trafficking, sexual abuse,  
 physical abuse, and other exploitations.

 ▶ Medical care is disrupted, and stocks of medical supplies  
 are dwindling as Ukraine tries to avoid a wider public  
 health crisis brought by the war. 

 ▶ Domestic and international manufacturers, distributors  
 and aid workers are mobilizing to keep pharmacies open  
 and stocked. 

 ▶ Ukraine’s deputy health minister asked the Red Cross  
 to urgently organize a “corridor” to ease the flow of aid  
 and medical supplies within Ukraine. 

 ▶ People fleeing the country are mostly unable to take  
 their pets and service animals along with them; very few  
 shelters are equipped for taking animals 

 ▶ Animal shelters, sanctuaries, and rescue centers are  
 facing food and water crisis

Special Needs Children

Medical Supplies

Animals

We also care for the forgotten and the voiceless, and help to evacuate orphaned 
children, special-needs children, those with special or increased medical needs, as 
well as pets and service animals.  For those deciding to remain behind, we can also 
support them by bringing medical and humanitarian aid supplies into the country. 



Donate now to 
embrace the brave 
people of Ukraine

The Order of St. George has pursued 
its noble humanitarian goals since the 
early 1300s, and through partnering 
with the modern-day knights in global 
security at the Studebaker Group, plans 
to uphold this standard. 



Afghanistan 2020 ongoing 

Non combatant evacuation program 
through out the country of amcits, 
foreign nationals and citizens of 
Afghanistan that supported the usa 
its Allies during operation enduring 
freedom. Studebaker has assisted in 
evacuating hundreds of people and is 
currently assisting in sustaining and 
moving evacuees through out the 
region. 

Puerto Rico 2017 

Provided initial on the ground 
assessments after hurricane Maria 
devastated the island. Was able to get 
some of the first flights into the airport 
in San Juan. We provided food, water, 
cooking stoves, generators. We assisted  
in the coordination of  fuel tankers and 
provided security teams around the 
ports and collection centers. 

Mexico 2017

Responded to flood crisis with a team 
of search and rescue specialist to assist 
in locating missing people to include 
children, and Amcits in the area.  The 
team utilized canines and drone 
technology to help coordinate rescues 
and evaluate routes for aid. 
 
 

United States - 2017

Designed, developed and consulted on 
improving or establishing global people 
risk management programs for several 
Fortune 100 clients, two of the largest 
university programs in the United States 
and multiple non-profit organizations.

East Africa - 2017

Developed and delivered training 
programs, focusing on employees’ 
safety, security, and well-being, for non-
governmental organizations. 

United Kingdom - 2016

Performed a leading consultant role 
in developing a Global Emergency 
Operations Center for a major oil 
company (top five globally).

Syria -2014

Provided aid to Syrian Christians 
trapped around Aleppo. This consisted 
of a multitude of programs to include 
logistics, security, and humanitarian 
support on the ground. 

Libya – 2011

Successfully executed multiple 
evacuations including 12 people 
representing a major hotel group. This 
seaborne evacuation included the use of 
inflatable boats.
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